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Mr. Hitesh Bhatt is a result-oriented, innovative technology leader with expertise in shaping, leading and executing
technology roadmaps across multiple industries. For more than twenty years, Mr. Bhatt has served as a trusted advisor
to “C-suite” executives in the areas of healthcare technology innovation as well as being a passionate, trusted advisor to
educators around the globe.
Mr. Bhatt has held significant roles advising executives with Hackensack Meridian Health in Hackensack, New Jersey
and at Rush Health Systems in Chicago, Illinois. Mr. Bhatt led the project to bring AT&T 5G technology to Rush
Health Systems, which will play a crucial role in building the hospital of the future.
As a clinically and technologically trained executive, Mr. Bhatt became a member of the College of Healthcare
Information Management Executives (CHIME) in 2019. Mr. Bhatt brings his expertise to and sits on the Board of the
Suri Foundation among other organizations.
Mr. Bhatt combines his dedication to public service and extensive private sector experience as the Founder and Chief
Technology Officer of Bhatt CCS-Technology Solutions Center. Bhatt CCS is a provider of state-of-the-art technology
consulting services to Government, Healthcare and Education (GHE) enterprises.
Recognizing the need for education and healthcare globally, Mr. Bhatt founded the Bhatt Foundation, a global 501 (c)(3)
non-profit and is dedicated to providing access to quality, affordable healthcare and education to numerous domestic and
international projects in the United States, India, Honduras and multiple countries in Africa.
Mr. Bhatt and the Foundation fund and support medical facilities and schools, bringing much needed services to those
who are underserved. Mr. Bhatt advocates that the only way to break the cycle of poverty is to ensure that children
receive educations that will enable them to have marketable skills and a vision for their future. The Bhatt Foundation
is committed to ensuring that young people have the education and opportunity to improve their lives.
Recognized for his passionate efforts, Mr. Bhatt has been honored by the Governor of the Bay Islands (Roatan, Utila
and Guanaja), Honduras, as a Goodwill Ambassador at Large in Innovative Healthcare and Education. Mr. Bhatt has
been honored by many organizations for his tireless work and community service including by the Board of
Chosen Freeholders of the County of Passaic.
Hitesh received Honorary Degree of “Doctor of Advanced Studies (DAS) “Humanities” in 2020.
Mr. Bhatt resides in North Haledon, New Jersey with his wife Kim and their two daughters, Haley and Amy.
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